Declaration of Competing Interests for RBMOnline Editors (January 2016)

The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) states in its Guidelines on Good Publication Practice that:

‘Conflicts of interest arise when authors, reviewers, or editors have interests that are not fully apparent and that may influence their judgments on what is published. They have been described as those which, when revealed later, would make a reasonable reader feel misled or deceived.’

It is the policy of RBMOnline to disclose the competing interests of our editors and ensure complete transparency. These are updated annually. In cases where submissions may potentially have conflicts of interest for our editors, we endeavor to coordinate peer review independently of the editor, who is blinded to the process.

The declarations of our current editors are listed below:

1. Dr M Alikani:
Disclosure of commercial interest, financial interest and/or other relationship with manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, laboratory supplies and/or medical devices and with commercial providers of medically related laboratory services. I am a consultant for IVF QC. Spouse is a founder of Reprogenetics, LLC, consultant for Reprogenetics (Cooper Surgical Company), and consultant for Life Global Group.

2. Professor BCJM Fauser:
During the most recent 5 year period Prof. Fauser has received fees and grant support from the following entities (in alphabetic order); Actavis/Watson/Uteron, COGI, Dutch Heart Foundation, Dutch Research Counsel, Euroscreen, Ferring, Finox, Merck Serono, OvaScience, Pantharei Bioscience, PregLem/Gedeon Richter, Roche, Teva, World Health Organisation.

3. Professor J Garcia-Velasco:
My declarations of interest would be the companies for which I lecture or provide funds for research: MSD, Merck, Ferring, Finox.

4. Professor M Johnson:
I am on the advisory panel for Progress Educational Trust, One of the trustees of the Edwards Steptoe Research Trust fund. On the management committee of the Anne Mclaren trust fund. I was the chair of the British Society for Developmental Biology. I am an honorary member of the Society for Reproduction and Fertility, and of the Physiological Society. I am an editor of RBMOnline and RBMSociety.